“My husband and I got three estimates for a water heater. The rep from Parker & Sons
said they had a special cruise certificate they could give us with purchase. We just so
happened to be returning from a cruise and when we heard about the cruise offer from
Parker & Sons we chose them. Parker & Sons was not the cheapest estimate but be
chose them because we wanted the cruise!”
- Norman & Melody Tarleton
“We were getting bids to install a new water system. When we met with Parker & Sons
they said we weren’t eligible for the AZ discount so they offered us the cruise certificate
instead as part of the deal. We decided they were the right choice for us”
-Deborah Strickland
“I bought a new A/C unit and received a cruise from Parker & Sons as a gift, and I just
wanted to let them know that I’m donating it to Make A Wish Foundation. It’s pretty cool
that my wife and I are able to do this, thank you.”
-Michael Small
“We had a major emergency in the middle of the night and Parker & Sons saved the day.
We ended up having to have so much work done and getting even more work done that
we qualified to receive the cruise. We got a brand new heat pump, water pump, water
heater, sink and plumbing. I should have gotten a 2nd cruise certificate because I spent
about $3500 on a new water purification system!”
-Alison Riddle
“We bought a new solar water heater and Parker & Sons was definitely not the cheapest
offer out there. They had however offered us this cruise certificate as a thank you gift for
purchasing through them, so we are very happy customers!”
-Charles K Preston
“Our heating/AC unit went out, and Parker & Sons came to the rescue just in time for the
cold weather. On top of it we received a cruise certificate from them as a gift. What a
great organization, they make it so you never need to call another company.”
-Leann Dykstra
“I looked into one other company and the first one did not have the cruise offer. I felt
that they were trying to overcharge me even through Parker & Sons came out and gave
the same estimate and said that I needed the same work to be done as the other guy. I

put the new A/C unit in with Parker and got the cruise. I feel really good about Parker &
Sons and will definitely recommend them to everyone.”
-Violet J. Landsiedil
“We bought a new heat pump and the sales guy said that he only had a few cruise
certificates left from August and that I would qualify for one if we purchased with them.
My wife is a travel agent as well and we were excited about this so we gave it to our
daughter. We looked into a few other companies, but Parker & Sons had the cruise and
more value than the other guys.”
-Ted Quinn
“We were shopping around for a new A/C unit and Parker & Sons was offering a special
promotion at the time for purchasing with them as opposed to a competitor. We were
looking into a few other companies, but they only had a few left so we purchased with
them. We already have the certificate filled out and ready to go!”
-Eric Springler
“I received the cruise from Parker & Sons as a gift for spending my money on a new
furnace from them. I had many other offers and estimates but I liked Parker & Sons and
trusted them because they’ve been in business for so long, and I liked their sales staff.
The cruise was definitely a big part of making my decision to choose them.”
-Darlene Trout
“I got a new water heater installed and had someone come out for a water treatment
system, so they offered me this cruise certificate for doing business with them. I’m so
happy with Parker & Sons I could not think about using anyone else.”
-Sue Snyder
“The rep from Parker & Sons offered us a cruise when purchasing an upgraded A/C unit.
The cruise was unsuspected and a total surprise. We really enjoyed receiving it and
Robin and I look forward to taking advantage of it. Out of all the business dealings I’ve
experienced, this company has really stood out above the rest.”
-Michael Shoemaker
“We had to have our entire house re plumbed and it was an absolute nightmare. Parker
& Sons was doing a raffle of some sorts and said that we won this cruise certificate.
They came out to the job and gave us the certificate, it was a wonderful surprise. I’m
telling the whole neighborhood to use them!”

-Patricia Roth
“I called 3 different companies, but Stein from Parker & Sons said they had a promotion
running and I qualified because I spent a certain dollar amount with them, so I went with
Parker & Sons and got the cruise. I’ve already submitted my paperwork for the cruise.”
-Curtis Crawfore
“We were looking at purchasing a new water softener unit and Parker & Sons offered us
the cruise as part of the deal for purchasing a specific unit. If we purchased we would
receive this cruise. Parker & Sons usually does maintenance on our A/C unit so we
decided to look into them for the new water softener that we needed. We were thinking
about two other companies but the other guy’s did not seem to want our business as
much as Parker and Sons did.”
-Patricia Jenkins
“We spent about $5k on a new HVAC unit and Parker & Sons said because of what we
were spending we qualified for this promotion that they had running for a cruise. Of
course I was on board! I looked into two additional companies and had a few estimates
that were lower but no one else compared to the deal the Parker was offering.”
-Robert Mariano
“We ended up buying a ton of stuff from Parker & Sons and they offered us this cruise as
a thank you! We have done a lot of cruises in the past so we were excited to receive the
certificate after installation. We had looked into a few other companies but decided on
Parker because of the cruise. We are planning the trip to Mexico in May.”
-Michelle Jenkins
“I bought a new water unit and they were having a special offer on them because of the
price point and I qualified so I received a cruise certificate. It was the incentive for me to
purchase with them as I was looking at a few other companies.”
-Mike Sills
“I had to have a new water heater installed and the sales guy that I was talking with
offered me the cruise as a part of the package to purchase the water heater that he was
trying to sell so I decided why not since I’m getting a cruise out of it.”
-Gale Lucero
“We bought a new water heater from Parker & Sons and the manufacturer at the time was
giving away a few cruise vacation certificates. We had no idea ahead of time when we

called. The AO Smith water heater we decided on was more expensive than we
anticipated but well worth the price with the cruise.”
-Margaret Robbeloth
“We called Parker & Sons out to quote us on a new A/C unit. They had an incentive at
the time from the manufacturer that was attached to an upgraded package, so we chose
to purchase the upgraded package which cost a lot more, $14,000. My husband and I are
excited about our cruise, and that we get to take another couple.”
-Stacy Gibson
“We looked into some different companies to get some major work done on your air
system. Parker & Sons offered us a cruise because we were spending a lot of money, so
we chose them as opposed to the other companies that we looked at.”
-Pat Kelley
“We had to put a whole new A/C and Heating system in and we ended up spending a lot
of money with Parker & Sons. They offered us the cruise up-front as a thank you for
doing business with them. It was a great gift to receive this trip after spending so much
money and the headache of our A/C unit dying. We have never been on a cruise before
and I look forward to taking my wife. We did look into a few other companies and were in
a pickle so we decided to go with Parker & Sons because of the cruise offer.”
-Wayne Mercil
“The salesman gave me this cruise because of the special promotion that they were
offering to buy a specific A/C unit that they had and we took advantage of the offer.”
-Carolyn Haslam
“We were offered the cruise up front as part of the deal when we were shopping around
with Parker & Sons to buy a new A/C unit. The offer was definitely a great push for us to
use them as opposed to the other companies we were looking at.”
-Donal Nessa & Ardith Niatt

“Parker & Sons offered me a cruise as a special promotion that they were doing at the
time. I would love to take the cruise myself but a friend had helped me pay for the Air
Conditioner. So I’m going to give the cruise to them for what they did for me. My A/C
unit went out on Labor Day and it was 105 degrees and I needed it fixed ASAP. Parker &
Sons came through for me on so many levels.”

- Sarah Kalish
“We bought an A/C unit in the past and were never offered anything like what Parker & Sons gave
us. For buying a new A/C unit I was pleasantly surprised to receive a cruise. We are very happy
to be giving the cruise to our kids as we will not be able to go on the cruise.”

-Robert C. Lynn
“When looking into a new A/C unit from a few different companies, Parker & Sons offered
us the cruise as a gift through a special promotion, we were pleasantly surprised. We’ve
been on a lot of cruise’s, this time we are going on the Caribbean cruise. We had a lot of
questions and the customer service people from the cruise lines were very helpful.”
-Steven Strum
I had to get my water heater replaced and was surprised to hear that I would receive a
cruise vacation. The deal was I had to buy a specific water heater from Parker & Sons to
get the cruise. I was referred to Parker & Sons from a relative and they didn’t receive the
cruise, I was the fortunate one.”
-Shahin Torpis
“We looked into one other company but bought a new hot water heater from Parker &
Sons after they offered us a cruise. It was an awesome deal. We have been talking about
going on a cruise for years and now we finally have the opportunity.”
-Arthur Kleinfelder
“The tech had a cruise to give me at the end of the job installation for buying a water
heater. In the past I had bought a new A/C unit from Parker so I guess that is why they
gifted me the cruise. I’ll be a return client now for sure.”
-Rex Miller

“We spend half the year out of state and when we came back the faucet was leaking so
we asked our neighbor for suggestions on companies that do a good job in the area and
they suggested contacting Parker & Sons. They came out to give us a bid on the faucet
and upsold us on the water heater by throwing in a cruise which really made the deal!
Michael was the sales guy that offered us the cruise and dropped it off after they finished
installation. We are very thankful.”

-Monica Schrier
“We had a new A/C, Water Softener and Water Heater installed and the deal was, if we
purchased the bundle all together we would receive the cruise and we did not want to
turn that down. We looked into a few other companies but when the sales man from
Parker and Sons offered the cruise upfront, that was the deciding factor for us.”
-Deborah Berkley
“We had a new A/C unit installed and we were offered the cruise certificate as part of the
package. The cruise was a special add on for the job and the specific unit we
purchased. We wanted to take advantage of the opportunity even though we have an
upcoming cruise to the Caribbean planned.”
-Don & Barbara Orth
“We had a new A/C unit installed by Parker & Sons to qualify for the cruise. We got really
reamed by two companies prior to going to Parker & Sons and I remember sitting down
with the sales guys and telling them our experience with the two other companies. Not
only did they go out of their way to get us the best deal that they possibly could, he also
pushed to get us this fantastic cruise certificate which really meant a lot.”
-James Fitch
“We first heard about Parker & Sons after seeing one of their advertisements. But then
some friends of ours told us they had a great experience with Parker & Sons and
received a cruise. So we decided to buy the new A/c unit and asked for the cruise
because we spent $7k for the unit and we told the rep our friends had received the cruise
prior to us needing the new A/C unit. We looked into other companies but decided to go
with Parker & Sons after hearing about our friends experience and getting the cruise.”
-Garth Saager

“Parker and Sons offered us the cruise deal when we were talking about bids back and
forth about a new A/C unit. They offered us the cruise as an incentive so we decided to
go with them as opposed to three other companies we were looking at. We already have
a few trips planned so we are interested in giving our cruise certificate to a family
member around the holidays as a Christmas present.”
-Hugh Caille

“We bought two new A/C units for our home and when Parker & Sons offered the cruise
to do business with them, we signed the deal. We did a lot of bids with two other HVAC
companies but they did not seem to have the level of experience that Parker & Sons had.
We decided to go with Parker & Sons because of their record, references, discounts and
the cherry cruise on the top!”
-Tina Ezzel
“I saw an advertisement on television and called Parker & Sons about a new Water
Softener. They gave me a cruise as a gift which made them the right choice for me. I’ve
worked with other companies in the past but haven’t been satisfied with the work. Parker
& Sons touched on every detail and with the cruise they were a perfect fit.”
-Ms. Dolores Kopencey
“I looked into a few companies about a new A/C unit. With the cruise giveaway, Parker &
Sons stood out the most. They were only offering me the certificate if I purchased the
unit a step up and I’d have to spend a little bit more money. We wanted the cruise so
decided to go with the package offer with the cruise. We just got the work done and
we’re excited to take the cruise soon, it’s well needed.”
-Ronald Gwynn
“We received the cruise through Parker & Sons when purchasing a new A/C unit. We
purchased a specific model to get the additional perk of receiving the cruise that we
really wanted. Parker & Sons is very reliable and we are happy we made the deal to get
the cruise.”
-Trish Pelletier
“When we went to purchase a new A/C unit we were referred to Parker & Sons and called
them out to the house. They offered us the cruise as an incentive to buy a specific unit
that they were trying to sell us to sign the contract. It worked! The cruise was a fantastic
added bonus, we are excited to be going.”
-Nick Simms

“We received the cruise after we had a new A/C unit installed on the roof. Parker & Sons
offered the deal when we were shopping around with them, then they upsold us on a
more expensive unit to receive the cruise. We are planning a Bahamas cruise after we
send our son back to school, the cruise was such a fantastic deal. We have been on
many cruises and we are excited for this one.”

-Jeffrey Mikosz
“We looked into a few other companies to purchase a new A/C unit but decided on Parker
& Son’s because of the cruise. We read through the fine print of the cruise and it was
such a fantastic deal! After we finished the job the rep came out and gave us the cruise
certificate and brochure, we were so tickled with the offer. Parker and Sons is such a
fantastic company and they really care about their customers. What a phenomenal
business, we are so happy with the cruise and the overall experience.”
-Mary Springer
“We received the cruise as a gift from Parker & Sons for purchasing and installing a new
A/C unit with them. We had looked into many other companies but decided on Parker
because of the cruise and reputation. Now unfortunately I don’t think that we are going
to use the cruise but the cruise rep told us we can give it away as a gift, so that’s what
we’ll do.”
-Terry Crow
“I just received the cruise after the installation of the new A/C unit we purchased from
Parker & Sons. The salesman had offered it to us as a “Thank you” at the end of the job,
it was a very pleasant surprise! We have been using Parker & Sons for a while now and
so we trust them, they do such a good job! We’ll never look into another company as
long as Parker & Sons is around. We are excited for the opportunity to vacay after all
this work!”
-Paul Joray
“A friend of ours suggested we contact Parker & Sons along with the other A/C
companies we called to see about fixing our broken unit. The cost of a new unit was
going to be around $8,000 dollars, but the service tech from Parker & Sons offered us a
cruise as a “Thank you for doing business”. This really helped with the decision and we
are very happy.”
- Patty and Peter Stoffers
“My Mom referred me to Parker & Sons when my A/C went out. The timing was perfect
because they offered me a cruise as a gift during the service call. I ended up purchasing
a new unit through them and thankfully received my cruise after installation. I’m very
happy with the service.”
-Dawn Mueller
“I received a cruise as an incentive to do business with Parker & Sons. I looked into
other companies but Parker & Sons had the cruise and I figured I should be getting

something for spending a fortune. I can’t use the cruise because I get sick, but this will
be a good gift.”
-Carol Norrs
“I purchase a new A/C unit with Parker & Sons because mine went out the tech offered
me a cruise to purchase. I thought about the fact that I could take my daughter Terri on a
much needed vacation and when I told her, we were both very excited. Of course I’ll
make her do all the planning.”
-Donna Pottorff
“I could not be happier that I decided with Parker & Sons over the other companies I met
with. I received a cruise because of a special promotion if I bought a specific A/C unit,
talk about great timing. I am very excited about the cruise and possibly taking my
puppies. I haven’t received my certificate yet because they haven’t finished installing my
remote thermostat, but I know it’s right around the corner.”
-Cynthia Ende
“We had a very interesting wee
k, we spent over $6k on a new A/C unit and received this awesome bonus of a cruise
certificate. The salesman presented the certificate by saying the manager had received
these and that they only had a few left but would like to give one to me for my business
with them. We looked into other companies but now will only use Parker & Sons. We
have been giving them great ratings and referrals. I have already booked my cruise with
Chris Shield at the travel agency, I cannot wait to go cruising!
-Linda Shields
“I have a couple of rental properties and decided to call Parker & Sons to give them a
shot at this project. I ended up buying a particular brand because it had a cruise as an
incentive to buy. We are trying to figure out when we can actually go on this vacation, I
am very excited and hope to be going very soon.”
-Anita Graham

“We have been thinking about getting a water system for many years, and we had Parker
& Sons come out while we were having some plumbing issues and the tech mentioned to
us they do water systems as well. They offered us a cruise because of a particular unit
we were looking at purchasing. When we heard about the cruise we thought, WOW,
that’s nice! Because we got the cruise and such a good deal, we bought a new home
water system and a water softener unit from Parker & Sons.”
-Virginia Franco
“When my A/C unit crashed at 9pm, I looked into quite a few other companies, but when I
called Parker & Son’s, they were the quickest to come out and evaluate my needs.
Because I would be spending around $10k I qualified for a cruise if I purchased with
them. I was really stoked about it, so I chose Parker& Sons.”
-Bradley Raph
“It’s funny, we just got back from an Alaskan cruise vacation to find that we needed a
new A/C unit. When we spoke with the sales man from Parker & Sons while shopping
around for two new A/C unit, he offered us the cruise as part of the deal, we thought, now
that’s a tempting offer as opposed to anything the other companies were offering. So
naturally we decided to purchase with Parker.”
-Chris Duffin
“Today I had a water softer system installed by Parker & Sons. As part of my very
expensive purchase, I won a cruise packet, which was explained to me before I made the
purchase. I bought the upgraded, more expensive unit specifically to get the cruise.”
-Susan McAlister
“Our A/C unit went out so we decided to call around to see about a repair. The salesman
from Parker & Sons came out to give us an estimate and presented the opportunity of
purchasing a new unit. We then learned if we purchased the unit the manufacturer would
be giving us a cruise certificate which we got really excited about. The whole experience
from the customer service at Parker & Sons to the customer services at Imagine
Incentives has been great.”
-James Pignatiello
“We looked into a lot of other companies but decided to go with Parker and Sons
because of the cruise offer and we’ve used them in the past. We qualified for the cruise
because we spent over $6k on a new A/C unit. My husband and I won’t be able to use the
cruise but we are very happy that we could give it to a charity, that is such a wonderful
opportunity!”

-Maryann Carbone
“We looked into buying a new water softener and one of the companies we met with was
Parker & Sons. The sales guy offered a cruise with the product, we couldn’t believe it!
We thought, how cool and unexpected the cruise offer was, so we decided to move
forward with the purchase. Receiving the cruise after the installation really helped take
the $5k off of my mind. We aren’t going to be able to us the trip, but it will be nice to
send my In-laws on it!”
-David Hartung
“We’ve had a service agreement with Parker and Sons for a while now so we called them
to see about replacing our A/C unit. They offered us a specific unit that had a cruise
vacation attached to it so we decided to purchase that specific unit. We are really
excited we’re taking another couple with us.”
-Timothy Jackson
“We just had a death in the family so this has not been a great time for us. Our A/C unit
went out and Parker & Sons did a great job installing our new unit. The cruise has made
us feel much better and even though we are going through a tough time, we are not
transferring it, we bound and determined to go on the cruise!!”
-Michael B. Pezzelle
“We received the cruise after spending $7k on a new A/C unit. We were offered the
cruise after all the money we spent which made us feel a lot more comfortable about the
purchase. We haven’t had time to look at the cruise yet, but we are excited to get it
going.”
-Billie Hill
“I received the cruise from Parker & Sons after purchasing our A/C unit that was from
Day & Night and that was the only way that we would have been able to receive the offer
so we jumped on it! We are sending in our certificate now so we can get this going!!”
-Clayton Parker
“The original A/C unit in our home died so we had to get it repaired. We called Parker &
Sons and they offered us a cruise with the purchase of a brand new unit. Instead of
putting a Band-Aid on the unit, we decided to spill out some bucks for a brand new one.
The unexpected cruise helped us not only make the decision but definitely took the bite
away. The consultants at the cruise company have been very helpful and we look
forward to our cruise.”
-Jane Bjornstad

"We had sort of an emergency with our second home in Phoenix, the Air Conditioning
went out right in the middle of 100 degree heat. The 1st company we called was Parker &
Sons, to come out and give us a quote to replace our 17 year old A/C unit. The sales rep
said they had been awarded with 10 cruise vacations that morning and they would
probably all be handed out by the end of the day; so lucky for us, we had called on the
right day. We were going to have 3 other companies come out and quote us, but with
Parker & Sons reputation and because we didn't want to miss out of the cruise, we
decided to move forward that day. We are happy we did, because we didn't have to wait
longer for more quotes, the services was great, and we received this great cruise
incentive."
-Darrel & Faith Cannady
"We were shopping around for a new A/C unit when we met with Parker & Sons. They
offered us a cruise as part of a customer appreciation thing they were doing, so we
decided to purchase with them. Overall we are very happy with the experience and are
looking forward to the cruise. It makes the whole experience memorable."
-Pat Hanks
"The thought of finally having to look at buying a new A/C unit did not seem fun. But,
Parker & Sons came out to the house and provided wonderful service and a cruise
vacation. I absolutely love going through Parker & Sons, I'll never look into any other
company to provide those kinds of services."
-Denise Pontious
"We were given the cruise package through a promotion that Parker & Sons was doing to
buy a specific A/C unit. We trusted their expertise and really enjoyed the incentive. We
have used Parker & Sons for a long time, so we didn't look into other companies, but
they've never offered anything like the cruise before. We are really happy to be able to
take our kids on a much needed family vacation."
-Stephen Butler
"We bought a brand new A/C unit and received the awesome cruise as part of the deal.
We looked into a few other companies but it was obvious who to go with! Chris, our
travel agent, was very helpful with planning and booking our cruise, we are very excited!"
-Brandon & Courtney Townsend
"I had to have a new A/C unit installed and was offered a cruise if I signed the deal. We
shopped around so much, but it seemed Parker & Sons was the best offer and the cruise
made us decide right away. We are taking the Mexican Riviera cruise."

-Louis M. Rosenberg
"I had to have a new A/C unit installed and when I was talking to Parker & Sons they
offered me a cruise incentive to purchase the upgrade. I looked into many other
companies, but the thought of taking my daughter on a cruise this coming spring made
my decision. I'm very happy with everything."
-Linda Humbel
"I had to have a new A/C unit installed and Parker & Sons offered the cruise as we were
shopping around. The cruise was a great surprise and made it an easy decision
compared to other companies."
-Harold Smith
" I had a new A/C unit installed by Parker & Sons. They did not discount money for a
service charge that we had worked out, so instead of that they offered me a cruise to
make up for it and I was not complaining! I looked into many other companies but chose
to go with Parker & Sons and I'm glad I did."
-Lea Celaya
"We received a cruise package as part of the deal we had with Parker & Sons to buy a
brand new A/C unit. We looked into a lot of other companies, most of them cheaper.
With the cruise and credibility, Parker & Son's seemed like the best option for us. We
ended up being really impressed by their level of customer service. We had a nightmare
situation with a wrong part being installed by another company, but now we have a brand
new unit, a cruise, and a painless situation thanks to Parker & Sons."
-Jeannette Leoldham
"Parker & Son's installed a green solar powered water heater in my home and offered me
a cruise up front as part of the promotion they had going on. I didn't want or care for the
cruise because it's just not me, but I thought it would make a great gift for my daughter
and her husband. The sales man said that he had 3 left so I jumped on it!"
-Dolores Green
"I've used Parker & Son's in the past, but still looked into other companies. I was offered
a cruise after the sales rep said it was one of their last ones. I wasn't sure if I was going
to use them to do the job but the cruise influenced me. It wasn't the only reason, but
definitely one of."
-George Rhudy

"Parker & Sons offered a cruise in the beginning as an offer to go with them so we
decided to go with them. We had some other companies come out but Parker & Sons
had the cruise so it was the best bet."
-Rick Clark
"Our small A/C unit went out so we called the manufacturer Day & Night that made the
unit and they referred us to Parker & Sons because they were offering a cruise with
purchase. We looked into other companies but decided to go with Parker & Son's
because of the cruise. Overall is was an excellent experience and cannot wait to go on
the cruise."
-Rich Gimino
"We've used Parker & Son's in the past, so we didn't look into any other companies. The
sales guy offered us the cruise upfront as part of the bid and it definitely helped us with
our decision. Parker & Sons is excellent in service and experience and we are happy
with the job they did."
- Eleanor Shonka
"A Parker & Son's sales guy offered me the cruise up front if we went with the upgraded
unit, so because of the cruise we decided to go with the upgraded unit. We looked into
many other companies, but Parker & Sons this time had the most to offer. After it's all
said and done, we look forward to taking the trip!"
-Fred Armbruster
"I did look at several other companies but Parker & Sons offered a cruise with a new A/C
unit installation if I spent a certain dollar amount. It was a cool offer to receive after all
the mishaps with my A/C unit."
-Adrian Green
"Well, to be honest, I was hoping they would have sent Melvin out so I could give him a
hard time. Parker & Son's did provide me with excellent customer service after having an
emergency experience. They had a technician out here in 45 minutes and then a sales
guy who offered a cruise with a new A/C unit. I'm a retired military man and have
traveled the world, so the cruise was right up my alley."
-Danny Pierce

"I got a cruise certificate because I spent $17k on a brand new A/C unit! After we
scheduled an appointment the sales guy came to bid the job and offered us the cruise,
that's what locked us in. We've used Parker & Sons in the past, but never received an
offer like the cruise, it was really nice."
-Joe & Laura Lucero
"We needed to purchase a new A/C unit after the old one went kaput. We were offered a
cruise when shopping around by Parker & Sons. The cruise was the incentive for us to
do business with them! P&S is very reputable."
- William Jakusik
"We looked into many other companies but Parker & Sons had what we needed. The
sales rep offered the cruise certificate as a bonus if we signed the contract with them.
Taking a cruise vacation after spending that much money was a definite incentive to
purchase."
-Bob Wilson
"We had used Parker & Son's in the past and new they were reputable. We randomly
asked them if they had any promotions and the guy said they were currently giving away
a cruise incentive. We told him we needed some kind of incentive to be spending that
much money with them. We were drooling over the cruise and purchased the unit."
-Dennis Goodman
"We had a new A/C installed and we received a cruise as part of the deal when signing
our contract. It locked us into the deal with them! We looked into a couple of other
companies but felt that they had less to offer than Parker & Sons. The cruise was the
deciding factor."
-Lisa Barton
"Parker and Sons came to our house and offered us a cruise if we bought a particular
A/C unit. We couldn't pass up the deal so we purchased that new unit. Getting the
cruise was really nice! Yah!"
-Jeff Cook
"I called three companies to install a new system and Parker & Sons stood out from the
rest. They offered us a cruise as an added bonus which was cool. The experience was
fantastic and the cruise made it the total package."
-Lori Trout

"We bought a new A/C unit and Parker & Sons offered us a cruise. I looked into other
companies but the cruise was the extra bonus. I don't think I'll be able to take the cruise
but it will make a great gift."
-Jerry McEntyre
"I chose Parker & Sons to replace my A/C unit after many years of having to get it
repaired. We looked into other companies as well but Parker had a great name and
reputation. The sales man had mention the cruise prior to buying the unit and we
received the cruise certificate at the end of the installation. The other companies we met
with were competitively priced so for us the final decision was based on the cruise. All in
all it was a great addition to the service."
-Samuel B. Farnsworth
"We've been looking for a while with different companies into getting a new AZ unit.
Parker & Sons offered us the cruise incentive, but only with a more expensive upgraded
AC unit. The cruise definitely encouraged us to finally make a move. Brian was the rep
and we've had a great overall experience and are very impressed."
Kathy Smith
"I've already mailed my cruise certificate in and I'm looking forward to it… My dad who is
84 has done a lot of work with Parker & Sons in the past. Charlie the sales rep said they
only had a few certificates left and we jumped on the opportunity to take advantage of
the offer."
Charles McCalmont
"I'm excited to start planning my cruise. We want another couple to join us, so we are
referring them to get a new AC unit with Parker & Son's."
Veronica Spear
"We have used Parker & Sons in the past so we did not look into other companies.
Replacing our AC, we have put a lot of money into the pockets of Parker & Sons. I'm
looking forward to taking advantage of the cruise certificate, after all the money I spent, it
made the headache worth it."
Kimberly England

"We received a few quotes to get 3 units installed in our home, my wife Betty has always
wanted to go on an Alaskan cruise, and Parker & Sons was offing the cruise as a
promotion. We were contacted by the cruise company and they told us the Alaskan was
possible, we would just have to pay the additional fee's… We spent a lot of money so the
cruise was really nice."
Hugh & Betty Pepper
"We just bought a new AC unit from Parker & Son's and we're very happy with the
service. At the end of the installation the head tech gave us our cruise certificate which
didn't hurt, definitely justified the cost. My parents just retired so I'm going to give them
the cruise as a gift."
Andrew Tritschler
"I've had a rough month, my air conditioning broke and my water heater broke. I looked
into several other companies that were more and less expensive but Parker & Sons was
offering the cruise and that was the incentive to go with them."
Sean Larca
"I was referral to Parker & Sons through Costco and received 3 additional quotes as
well. Parker & Sons said they just started giving away the cruise certificate but they had
a limited amount and it sounded like a great deal so I decided to purchase the $5,000
dollar unit with them."
David Whelan

